
Intelligence  
You Can Rely On.

Introducing a better use of your intelligence – Curie™ | STANDARDIZE. Designed to 

conform messy metadata into uniform conventions, Standardize makes your data 

searchable, understandable, and more usable by the systems that depend on it.

DICOM THAT COMPREHENDS

When data isn’t consistent, time is wasted. Thousands of hours lost working 

around pain points instead of working to impact lives. But there’s a better way.

With Curie Standardize

– Less time is spent correcting broken hanging protocols.

– Image orchestration and study routing become more reliable

and interconnected with sites.

– Case selection is more accurate for QA, research, clinical studies,

and billing queries.

– Secure data routing becomes more intelligent and more effective.

CLEAR. COMPREHENSIVE. 
CONSISTENT. DATA. 

Remove complication from your protocols with Curie Standardize. 

Our proprietary AI algorithms automatically adds uniform descriptions 

to every DICOM before transmission to PACS, increasing efficiency 

through consistent, complete, and correct tags. Save hours on 

unnecessary hang protocol tasks with Curie Standardize.
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EVERY STEP. MADE SIMPLE.

Imagine your entire clinical workflow supported 

by the same intelligent system. Curie is just that. 

Empowered by Enlitic Intelligence, Curie is an 

enterprise platform that corrects disjointed processes 

with one simplified workflow. Curie features a host of 

AI-powered solutions for reading, reporting, 

QA and research that automatically standardize, 

and simplify, your data – making your vision of 

seamless integration a reality. 

ON-PREMISE 

Onsite incorporation

VENDOR-AGNOSTIC 

All modalities

MAPPED TO EXISTING PACS 

DICOM standards

Founded in 2014, Enlitic is a medical intelligence company that believes in evolving 

patient care. Our products, innovations, insights, and solutions were developed with 

Enlitic Intelligence – Intelligence designed for Collaboration, Adaptability, Relevance, 

Enlightenment. Or as we say, Intelligence that cares. 

About  
Enlitic

LEARN MORE AT ENLITIC.COM


